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HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS MONTH

Year End Festivities Campaign- Promoting 
Sustainable Celebrations

We realise that the small efforts of encouraging and embracing 
‘green’ practices go a long way in building up an eco-friendly and 
sustainable lifestyle.

And, therefore we have come up with a campaign that allows you And, therefore we have come up with a campaign that allows you 
to adopt the practice of conscious celebrations by planting or 
gifting trees from the comfort of your own home!

DoubleTree Hilton Leads In Sustainable Waste 
Management Solutions

Doubletree by Hilton, a leading name in Hospitality and 
Management has an inbuilt composting machine of 1000kg 
capacity that converts food waste into organic fertilizer. 

To support our Pune community Land Plantation Program, 800kg To support our Pune community Land Plantation Program, 800kg 
of compost was donated by Doubletree to the site of the 
plantation in the month of November, 2021.

Plastic Free Ladakh- A Cleanup Drive

Litter not only contaminates the unadulterated water bodies and 
natural resources but also negatively impacts our sense of well 
being as a community. 

And so, Team SankalpTaru decided to take the responsibility of And so, Team SankalpTaru decided to take the responsibility of 
creating awareness and laying the groundwork for future waste 
reducing efforts by executing a waste cleanup drive dedicated to 
make Ladakh a plastic free place.

The trash was then handed over to the Waste Disposal Centre at 
Biharigarh, Uttarakhand for its treatment.

Sacred Tree Plantation Ritual Captured Through 
A Live Plantation

One of our donors from the USA, Mr. Kalyan, had virtually planted 
a tree for Ashlesha Nakshtra in our Bhavnam 2.0 Plantation site, 
near Manesar, Gurugram.

On his request, a live plantation was arranged through a video call On his request, a live plantation was arranged through a video call 
because the donor wanted to chant prayers while his birth 
constellation tree was being planted. 

PLANTATION WITH CORPORATES

GET IN TOUCH THROUGH OUR SOCIAL MEDIA

Stay tuned for 
next month's 
edition!

In the age of instant gratication, let's be like the snails with the right hearts. 
While you are safe at home, plant trees at www.sankalptaru.org and lend your 

hand with a click of a button.

www.sankalptaru.org
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FIELD WORK

INDIA’S BEAUTY CAPTURED THROUGH OUR LENSE 

‘HUMANS OF TREES’ SERIES

GRAMYUMM BLOG

OUR UPCOMING CAMPAIGN

HUMANS OF TREES

Picture Courtesy - Apurva Bhandari Picture Courtesy-  kamal Karki

TREK- The Road Environmental Knowledge

Where organizations are adopting flexible working environments, people are devoting time to personal 
growth, amidst this physical to virtual transition, we all are generating massive amounts of carbon into the 
atmosphere, personally & professionally.
Virtual TREK, the road to environmental knowledge offers insights on sustainable living.

Stay tuned for interesting blogs!

HDBFS Plants To Create Efficient Carbon Sinks

Under the Environmental Conservation initiative, ‘Mission Million 
Trees’, HDBFS, the socially responsible corporate planted 
thousands of trees in Alwar, Vadodara and Raipur.  These trees 
will act as carbon sinks, sequestering carbon emissions and thus 
impacting the micro environment of the planet in a beneficial way.

India Infoline Plants For A Cleaner Planet

India Infoline, a pioneer in financial services, took a pledge 
towards planting and protecting trees in Bhubaneswar, Bangalore 
and Vadodara for a healthier, happier, and cleaner planet under 
their initiative ‘Paryavaran’.

DHL Plants For A Carbon Zero Nation

DHL, a global courier and express mail service, serves its social 
responsibility towards the environment by reducing its carbon 
impact through a city based plantation drive in Mumbai, 
Maharashtra.

Lufthansa Plants To Strengthen Green Lungs Of 
Delhi/NCR

Lufthansa, the carbon conscious airline, enables its passengers to 
keep an eye on their travel activities by providing them an 
innovative digital CO2 compensation platform and also 
compensates for the CO2 emissions generated by its aircrafts by 
planting trees for the environment.

Azuga Plants To Supports Farmers Of Karnataka

Azuga, a Bridgestone Company which is pioneer of Fleet 
Management planted trees to Uplift the livelihoods of rural 
farmers of Karnataka under their wonderful initiative ‘Azuga 
Greensafe’.

SAP Plants For A Stronger Rural Economy

Strengthening together India’s Rural Economy, our long term 
trusted green partner SAP planted trees for our farmer 
beneficiaries under our Rural Livelihood Plantation Program.

Infogain Plants To Combat Rising Pollution

Infogain tree plantation drives are helping the metropolitans 
breathe in healthier air by restoring the ecological balance for city 
dwellers.

Konica Minolta Plants To Accentuate Bangalore’s 
Green Cover

Konica Minolta, the world renowned Business Service Provider 
collaborated with SankalpTaru Foundation to plant trees under 
Urban Plantation Model at the Presidency University, Bengaluru.

Our Project Green Thar Sustains Biodiversity In 
Ghotaru, Rajasthan

Presenting a documentary summing up the efforts of villagers 
along with the support of ONGC and SankalpTaru Foundation, 
transforming a barren land into lush green forest.

8 Year Old Green Enthusiast, Neev Agarwal

Passionate about saving the environment, he believes in the 
power of his voice to raise awareness for a good cause. He proves 
that age has no bar when it comes to making a difference and 
serving the planet.

Negation By Ecosystems’ Lungs

Find out how planting trees can help prevent early decay of 
individuals’ as well as the environment's health.

Watch the video at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y7KZTAUUn0

Watch their plantations at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xEIULniEs68

Watch the documentary at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHfDWK5a918&t=134s

Read the article at: 
https://blog.sankalptaru.org/2021/12/negation-by-ecosystems-lungs/


